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Functions of many proteins are affected by post-
translational modifications of intrinsically disordered
(ID) regions, yet little is known about the underlying
molecular mechanisms. By combining molecular dy-
namics simulations and protein docking, we demon-
strate that the addition of phosphates to an ID
segment adjacent to the PNT domain of Ets1 directs
conformational sampling toward substates that are
most compatible with high-affinity binding of the
TAZ1 domain of its coactivator CBP. The phosphate
charges disrupt salt bridges and thereby open a hy-
drophobic cleft and expose hydrophobic residues
at the ID N terminus. The structure of the PNT-TAZ1
complex that we determined shows that PNT binds
to TAZ1 via these hydrophobic regions in a similar
manner to how it interacts with other partners. Our
calculations reveal a dual effect of phosphorylation
in that it changes the dynamics of PNT so that it be-
comes more compatible for TAZ1 binding and in-
creases complementarity with this binding partner.
INTRODUCTION
Reversible phosphorylation plays an important role in many
cellular signal transduction processes because it can induce
conformational changes in signaling proteins or affect their affin-
ities for binding partners. Interestingly, phosphorylation often oc-
curs outside of conserved structured regions in intrinsically
disordered (ID) sequence segments. Therefore, it can be chal-
lenging to determine the molecular mechanism by which phos-
phorylation regulates the behavior of signaling proteins.
In the Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling
pathway, which is important for cell proliferation, phosphoryla-
tion of the transcription factor Ets1 modulates transcriptional
output (Hollenhorst et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010). Ets1 is a
member of the ETS family of transcription factors that are
frequently used as downstream effectors in signal transduction
cascades to regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, migration,
and apoptosis (Hollenhorst et al., 2011; Sharrocks, 2001). Previ-
ous studies (Lau et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2010) revealed that1196 Structure 22, 1196–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd Althe increased transcriptional activity of Ets1 upon activation of
the Ras/MAPK signaling pathway depends on the phosphoryla-
tion-enhanced binding of Ets1 to CBP/p300, which are paralog
transcriptional coactivators that serve as scaffolds for the as-
sembly of various transcription factors (Kasper et al., 2006). Spe-
cifically, theMAPK extracellular signal-regulated kinase 2 (ERK2)
phosphorylates T38 and S41 in an ID N-terminal segment of
Ets1, immediately adjacent to the folded PNT domain. Phos-
phorylation leads to structural changes in this domain that
enhance binding to the TAZ1 domain in CBP. The PNT domain
consists of a core bundle of four a-helices (a2–a5) that displays
close structural similarity to the SAM domain. The core bundle
is preceded in several members of the ETS family by one or
two helices (namely a0 and a1; Figure 1B) that contribute to func-
tional specificity (Hollenhorst et al., 2011). For example, the PNT
domain of the ETS transcriptional repressor ETV6 (or Tel) can
form a head-to-tail polymer (Kim et al., 2001) because of distinct
surface features and the absence of the a0 and a1 helices. In the
case of Ets1, phosphorylation at T38 and S41 displaces a0 from
the core bundle and thereby increases the affinity of Ets1 binding
to the TAZ1 domain of CBP by 30-fold (Nelson et al., 2010).
Although nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-derived struc-
tural ensembles of the Ets1 PNT domain and adjacent phos-
phoacceptors in their unmodified and modified forms have
been reported, it was not fully established how phosphorylation
induces conformational changes that lead to enhanced CBP
binding. In particular, the NMR data are consistent with two
models: (1) a0 remains separate from a1, adopting a broad
conformational distribution that points away from the SAM
core; or (2) a0 and a1 form one continuous helix that is detached
from this core bundle (Lau et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2010).
Furthermore, it is also not clear how the PNT and TAZ1 domains
interact. Although the interfaces between the two domains were
coarsely defined from spectral perturbations detected in NMR
titration experiments, signals from the resulting complex were
not observed. This behavior, which likely arises from conforma-
tional exchange broadening, precluded a structural analysis of
the PNT-TAZ1 complex (Nelson et al., 2010). Additional difficulty
in interpreting these results arises because other well-character-
ized binding partners of TAZ1, such as hypoxia-inducible factor
1a (HIF-1a) (Dames et al., 2002), CREB-binding protein, CITED2
(De Guzman et al., 2004), and NF-kB (Mukherjee et al., 2013),
interact via ID protein sequences that fold uponwrapping around
the binding clefts of TAZ1, whereas the PNT domain is an inde-
pendently folded domain.l rights reserved
Figure 1. Differences in the Conformational
Sampling of 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1
(A) Projections of 0P-Ets1 (blue) and 2P-Ets1 (red)
MD conformers onto the first and second lowest
frequency eigenvectors of 0P-Ets1. The starting
structure is marked by a crossed green circle, and
the end conformers are shown as a crossed
purple square and yellow circle for 0P-Ets1 and
2P-Ets1, respectively. The NMR ensembles of un-
phosphorylated and phosphorylated PNT are de-
noted as black squares and circles, respectively.
(B and C) The projections of calculated B factors
onto the average structures of the 0P-Ets1 and the
2P-Ets1 trajectories are shown with the color
gradient ranging from red (high B factors) to blue
(low B factors).
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
Structure
Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1Here, we combine explicit water molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations (Adcock and McCammon, 2006) with the Rosetta
protein-protein docking protocol (Fleishman et al., 2011; Leaver-
Fay et al., 2011) to investigate the effect of phosphorylation of
T38 and S41 on the dynamics and binding properties of the PNT
domainofEts1.Theapproachnotonly reveals themolecular basis
of how phosphorylation increases TAZ1-PNT recognition but also
provides a general protocol for the identification of binding-
competent substates that are sampled during MD simulations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Phosphorylation Stabilizes a Continuous a0/a1 Helix
To investigate the mechanism by which phosphorylation affects
the dynamics of the PNT domain of Ets1, two explicit water
MD simulations of unphosphorylated PNT (0P-Ets1) and PNT
phosphorylated at the positions T38 and S41 (2P-Ets1) were per-
formed (see Experimental Procedures). Both simulations were
started from the same lowest-energy NMR model of unphos-
phorylated PNT (Protein Data Bank code 2JV3; Slupsky et al.,
1998) and carried out for 100ns. Despite having the same starting
structure (Figure 1A), conformational sampling of the 0P-Ets1
trajectory is very different from that of the 2P-Ets1 trajectory,
as can be seen from a principal component analysis (PCA). The
projection of both trajectories on the principal components
of 0P-Ets1 reveals that separate conformational spaces were
visited by the 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1 trajectories. Importantly, the
ensemblesof structures sampledby the0P-Ets1and2P-Ets1 tra-
jectories are consistent with NMR relaxation-derived S2 parame-
ters that reflect the amplitude of motions in the picosecond to
nanosecond timescale (for details seeFiguresS1AandS1Bavail-
able online), as well as with measured residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs) (Figures S1C and S1D) that report averaged structural
properties on timescales slower than nanoseconds.
The core bundle of the PNT domain (residues 74–138, a2–a5)
does not deviate significantly from the starting conforma-
tion in both simulations (average root-mean-square deviationsStructure 22, 1196–1203, August 5, 2014[RMSDs] from the starting NMR structure:
1.55 ± 0.22 A˚ and 1.82 ± 0.25 A˚ for the
0P-Ets1and 2P-Ets1 trajectories, respec-
tively). However, sizable increases in theRMSD up to 5.0 A˚ from the reference structure were calculated
for the whole construct. This increase is mainly attributed to
the mobility of the residues in the disordered N terminus and
helix a0, which are seen to adopt very different positions in the
average structures of the 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1 MD ensembles
(Figures 1B and 1C). In the unphosphorylated state, a0 is discon-
nected from a1 by a short hinge centered at G55 (Figure 1B). This
enables a0 to interact tightly with parts of core bundle, specif-
ically a2 and a5. In contrast, a0 moves away from the core bundle
in 2P-Ets1 (Figure 1C). This movement of a0 is associated
with the stabilization of helical turns in a0 and the formation of
additional ones at the junction between a0 and a1 (Figure S1E),
thereby forming a continuous helix a0/a1. The structural differ-
ences between the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated
PNT domain of Ets1 that are observed in the simulations are fully
consistent with previously noticed differences in NMRdata of the
two states (Nelson et al., 2010). For the phosphorylated species,
NMRmeasurements revealed higher chemical shift-derived sec-
ondary structure propensity scores in the a0/a1 junction, a loss of
conformational exchange broadening at the a0/a1 junction,
higher amide hydrogen exchange protection factors for residues
close to the N terminus of a0, and the loss of long-range interpro-
ton nuclear Overhauser effects between a0 and the core bundle
(Nelson et al., 2010).
Overall, the simulations reveal a fusion of a0 and a1 into one
continuous helix that is detached from the core bundle upon
the phosphorylation of T38 and S41. Given the timescale of the
simulations, one may question convergence and reproducibility
of this result. However, three factors make us confident that the
structures sampled in the 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1 trajectories are
good representative ensembles of the unphosphorylated and
phosphorylated states of the PNT domain of Ets1: (1) the broad
sampling of conformations in both simulations (see below), (2)
the agreement between biophysical data and the structural
changes observed for a0 and a1 upon phosphorylation, and (3)
the consistency of the sampled structures with NMR-derived
S2 parameters and measured RDCs.ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1197
Figure 2. Conformational Substates Obtained for 0P-Ets1 by the CCS
(A) Topology of the network of interconnected substates. Distinct conformational substates are represented as numbered gray squares that are connected by
edges whose widths are proportional to the transition frequency between substates. The size of each square reflects population size of each substate. The
topology of residue communities within each substate are represented by overlaid graphs in which round colored nodes represent specific residue communities
and the widths of the connecting edges are proportional to the betweenness of intercommunity edges (the number of shortest paths that pass through the edges),
which is used to measure the strength of interaction between the communities.
(B) Corresponding residue communities of each conformational substate are color-coded in its average structure.
See also Figure S2.
Structure
Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1Phosphorylation Rearranges Salt-Bridge and
Interacting Residue Networks in PNT
In order to reveal how phosphorylation of T38 and S41 leads to
the described structural changes, we monitored the presence
of salt bridges close to the phosphorylation sites and along the
a0/a1 and a5 helices (Table S1). In 0P-Ets1, K42, which is located
in the N terminus of a0 and the positively charged residue that is
closest to the phosphorylation sites, regularly forms salt bridges
with residues D123 and E127 on a5 (Figure S1F; Table S1). From
Figure S1F, it becomes evident that even in the unphosphory-
lated state, a0 (K42) moves transiently more than 15 A˚ away
from a5, but salt bridges are regularly reformed between K42
and either D123 or E127. These salt bridges keep a0 close to
the core bundle. In 2P-Ets1, however, the presence of the nega-
tive phosphate groups leads to the permanent separation of K42
in a0 from D123 and E127 in a5 (Figure S1F) and to the formation
of local interactions between K42 and T38P or S41P (Table S1).
The effect of phosphorylation on the local salt-bridge network
appears to trickle down to more distant charge interactions.
For example, the disruption of the salt bridge between K42 and
E127 in the phosphorylated state allows E127 interacting more
often with K50 at the C terminus of a0 (Figure S1G; Table S1).
These changes in the salt-bridge network upon phosphorylation
of T38 and S41 are likely to contribute to the stabilization of the
continuous a0/a1 helix and its displacement from the core bundle
(Figure 1C).
To further analyze changes in inter-residue networks upon
phosphorylation in a systematic manner and identify dominant
conformational substates sampled in 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1, we1198 Structure 22, 1196–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd Alintroduced a conformational cluster scheme (CCS) that can be
summarized as follows (see Experimental Procedures for details
and Figure S2A). First, the trajectories are projected onto the first
and second eigenvectors from the PCA. The sampled conforma-
tional space is then divided into substates by using a k-means
clustering algorithm (de Hoon et al., 2004; Hartigan and Wong,
1979) on the projection results. Next, communities of highly con-
nected residues are identified for each substate with the help of
the community network analysis (CNA) (Sethi et al., 2009), and k
values were adjusted until conformations with the same commu-
nity architecture belong to the same substate (cluster). The
advantage of this clustering scheme is that the value of k is not
selected ad hoc but adjusted according to the results of the
CNA, which has been shown to be able to identify residue com-
munities that define functionally relevant substates of proteins
(Gasper et al., 2012; Rivalta et al., 2012).
The comparison of the CCS results for the 0P-Ets1 and
2P-Ets1 trajectories (Figure 2; Figures S2B and S2C) reveals
that phosphorylation increases the number of different commu-
nity architectures, i.e., the number of sampled conformational
substates increases from 8 to 12.Most importantly, 0P-Ets1 (Fig-
ure 2) sampled mostly closed conformations in which the disor-
dered N-terminal residues and residues from the helix a0 form
communities (cyan- or light cyan-colored residues in substates
2, 3, 4, 7, and 8) with residues at the C terminus of a2, the loop
between a2 and a2
0, or the N terminus of a5. These residues
are part of the so-called end helix (EH), which has previously
been identified as the ERK2 binding site for Ets1 (centered on
F120, Figures 1B and 1C) (Qiao et al., 2006). Even when residuesl rights reserved
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Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1in a0 do not form a direct community with residues at the EH, they
are strongly interconnected, as seen in clusters 5 and 6 (thick
intercommunity edges between the cyan, red, and purple no-
des). These results are consistent with the above observation
that the salt bridges between K42 and either D123 or E127
keep a0 close to the core bundle. An exception to these findings
is substate 1, in which residues on a0 are not in a community
with any residues of the core bundle nor are interacting with
them very tightly (weak or no direct interactions with the red
and purple nodes). In addition, a0 and a1 are nearly merged in
this substate.
A very different picture emerges from the CCS of the 2P-Ets1
trajectory. Residues of a0 form a community only with them-
selves or residues at the junction between a0 and a1 in the large
majority of the substates of 2P-Ets1 (Figure S2B and S2C).
Because a0 and a1 are fused into one single helix, residues in the-
ses helices are often part of the same community (colored in
cyan). Moreover, intercommunity edges that depict interactions
between residues in a0 (cyan) and a5, which are part of the EH
surface (purple), are oftenweaker than the ones to other commu-
nities in the core bundle, or they are even completely absent.
Hence, conformational substates that have a solvent-exposed
helix a0 were predominantly sampled in the 2P-Ets1 trajectory.
Taken together, these analyses of the two simulations reveal
that closed conformations, in which salt bridges tightly bind a0
to the core bundle, dominate the unphosphorylated state, but
that a partially open substate (cluster 1) is also sampled. Upon
addition of two negative phosphate charges to the ID N terminus,
the inter-residue network, and specifically the salt-bridge
network, are reshuffled, which leads to the sampling of open
substates.
Phosphorylation Enables the Sampling of Substates that
Are Most Compatible with High-Affinity TAZ1 Binding
Because phosphorylation was observed to enhance the affinity
of PNT binding to the TAZ1 domain of CBP by 30-fold, it was
posited that phosphorylation increases the sampling of confor-
mations that aremost compatible with high-affinity TAZ1 binding
(Nelson et al., 2010). More than 100,000 MD snapshots were
generated in our simulations, which makes it impossible to test
them all for their binding compatibility. However, as the CCS
takes advantage of the ability of the CNA to identify residue
communities that are associated to particular states of proteins
(Gasper et al., 2012; Rivalta et al., 2012), the representative
structures of the substates that we identified are likely to be
sufficient to test this hypothesis. In short, the following docking
procedure was carried out to test the conjecture (for details,
see Experimental Procedures). First, low-resolution docking
between TAZ1 and the average structure of each substate
was performed using PatchDock (Schneidman-Duhovny et al.,
2005). The results were then refined with RosettaDock (Leaver-
Fay et al., 2011) to generate high-resolution complexes, of which
the 10% lowest energy complexes were selected. Next, we
tested the binding compatibility by selecting complexes that
are in best agreement with the intermolecular interfaces coarsely
defined by NMR titration experiments (Nelson et al., 2010). Spe-
cifically, we identified residues that lost >90% of the amide 15N
heteronuclear single quantum coherence signal intensity upon ti-
trations of TAZ1 and phosphorylated PNT and determined whatStructure 22, 1196percentage of these residues are part of the interface in the
calculated complexes. Hence, we used the NMR data from
high-affinity binding as a reference and tested whether com-
plexes generated with structures from 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1
are compatible with it. The complex with the highest percentage
of agreement with the NMR titration results for each substate is
reported in Table S2.
The best complexes that were calculated with 0P-Ets1 struc-
tures have on average only 19% and 35% of the TAZ1 and PNT
residues that were found to lose >90% of NMR signal intensity
upon titrations of 2P-PNT to TAZ1 at a 1:1 molar ratio (Figures
3A and 3B) at the interface. These average values are signifi-
cantly lower than the 58% and 61% in the complexes that
were calculated with the 2P-Ets1 structures (p values: 2 3
104 for TAZ1 and 13 103 for PNT, Wilcoxon test). Importantly,
complexes generated with the 2P-Ets1 structures have similar
interface sizes as the ones calculated from 0P-Ets1 structures
(Figure 3D; p value: 0.1, Wilcoxon test), yet have significantly
lower binding energies (Figure 3C) (p value: 2 3 105, Wilcoxon
test), suggesting that they are more complementary.
Nevertheless, only one complex, the one calculated with the
average structure of the substate 9 of the 2P-Ets1 trajectory,
has an interface that is essentially in full agreement with the
data from the titration experiments (Table S2). Importantly, this
complex has also the best binding energy and buries the largest
surface of all complexes. Noticeably, substate 9 of the 2P-Ets1 is
characterized by open conformations in which the a0 and a1 form
a continuous helix that is displaced from the core (Figure S2C),
and the residues of a0 are not highly interconnected with any res-
idues on the EH surface. It is interesting to note that the complex
generated with the structure from the substate 1 of the 0P-Ets1
trajectory has a computed binding energy of 9.1 Rosetta en-
ergy units (r.e.u.) (Table S2), which are close to the ones found
for the complexes that were calculated with the structures
from 2P-Ets1. The substate 1 of 0P-Ets1 has a partially open
conformation in which residues in a0 are not in community with
any residues of the core bundle (see above). Overall, the docking
results reveal that the phosphorylation of T38 and S41 directs
conformational sampling toward substates that are more
compatible with high affinity TAZ1 binding.
Structural Rationalizing of Enhanced Transcriptional
Activation
In previous experiments (Nelson et al., 2010), potential TAZ1-
PNT interface residues have been mutated, and their role in
responsiveness to MAPK signaling was tested in cell-based
transcriptional assays. Mutations of interface residues can
disrupt or strengthen the TAZ1-PNT complex and thereby affect
the increased transcriptional output upon stimulation of the
MAPK signaling pathway. Accurate models of the complex
between PNT and TAZ1 should allow rationalizing the effect of
these mutations, although some mutations may affect complex
formation indirectly by shifting the equilibrium distribution of
open and closed states of the PNT domain (Nelson et al., 2010).
In the complex with the best agreement with NMR data (from
cluster 9 of 2P-Ets1), we mutated in silico the same set of resi-
dues that were experimentally tested and assessed the effect
of the mutations on complex stability with Rosetta. The
computed results are in good agreement with the cell-based–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1199
Figure 3. Comparison of Complexes Gener-
ated with the Average Structures of the
Substates from 0P-Ets1 and 2P-Ets1,
Respectively
(A and B) Box plots of the distribution of the per-
centage of amide signal-losing residues that are
part of the interface are shown in (A) for TAZ1 and in
(B) for PNT.
(C) Box plot of the distribution of binding energies.
(D) Box plot of the distribution of the size of the
buried interface surface.
Asterisks identify distributions that are significantly
different (p values < 0.01; Wilcoxon test). The lines
on the box plot, starting from the bottom, are the
minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and
maximum. See also Table S2.
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Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1transcriptional assays (Table S3). The majority of mutations that
did not affect enhanced activation in the cell-based transcrip-
tional assays did not decrease complex stability, and all muta-
tions that reduced activation decreased complex stability. For
example, the mutation of the interface residue L49 (Figure 4B)
to glutamate or arginine reduces complex stability significantly
(Table S3). A similar destabilizing effect is seen for the mutation
of the interface residues F53 and T52 to alanine and arginine,
respectively, which is consistent with the reduced activation of
these mutants. The mutation T52A shows no significant reduc-
tion in activation and, consistent with this experimental observa-
tion, no destabilizing effect in our calculations (Nelson et al.,
2010). Using a DDGbind of 0.9 r.e.u. as a cutoff, the effect of 15
of 16 mutations is consistent with the experimental findings. As
a control, we also mutated the same set of residues in the com-
plexes generated with the representative structures of the re-
maining 11 clusters from 2P-Ets1 and compared the effect of
the mutations on complex stability with the experimental find-
ings. Figure S3A reveals that the effect of the mutations in these
complexes is less consistent with the results of the cell-based
transcriptional assays. Taken together, these energy calcula-
tions provide further credibility to the structure of the complex
generated from cluster 9.
A Common Binding Mode for the TAZ1 Domain of CBP
Next, we analyzed the structure of this best-ranked complex and
compared it with other known complexes between the TAZ1
domain and its protein binding partners (Figure 4; Figures S3B
and S3C). The phosphorylated PNT domain anchors on TAZ1
through a mixture of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions.
The hydrophobic interactions are mainly localized to two
grooves: (1) a hydrophobic groove in TAZ1 that is formed by1200 Structure 22, 1196–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedthe helices TAZ1/a1 and TAZ1/a4 (Fig-
ure 4A) and (2) a hydrophobic cleft/groove
in PNT that is exposed by the displace-
ment of PNT/a0 from the core bundle
upon phosphorylation (Figure 4B). In the
former groove, the ID residues 32–37
of the PNT domain are embedded. This
finding is consistent with NMR titration ex-
periments of different PNT deletion con-
structs that indicate involvement of the IDN terminus in binding to TAZ1 (Kang, 2010). The interactions of
residues 32–37 with TAZ1 are reminiscent of those between
TAZ and CITED2 or NF-kB (Figure 4C). The latter groove in
PNT is lined by the hydrophobic residues L49, A51, F53, F88,
L90, F120, V121, I124, and L125, which wrap around the
conserved hydrophobic part of TAZ1/a3 in the complex (Fig-
ure 4B; Figures S3B and S3C). This hydrophobic groove in
PNT adopts a conformation that mimics the extended loops of
HIF-1a and NF-kB when wrapping around TAZ1/a3 (Figure 4D).
Interestingly, the TAZ1/a1 and TAZ1/a4 groove is preformed
and stabilized by an extensive network of intramolecular hydro-
phobic contacts in apo-TAZ1 (De Guzman et al., 2005). Previous
structures of TAZ1 in complex with CITED2, HIF-1a, and NF-kB
demonstrated the importance of this groove, which serves as a
protein-protein anchor for ID regions to wrap on (Dames et al.,
2002; De Guzman et al., 2004, 2005; Mukherjee et al., 2013).
Our complex model reveals that the disordered N terminus of
PNT also utilizes the same common protein-protein anchor.
Electrostatic interactions between PNT/pT38 and TAZ1/R369,
between PNT/pS41 and TAZ1/R368, and between PNT/E87 and
TAZ1/R411 are observed in the PNT-TAZ1 complex (Figure 4A;
Figures S3B and S3C). Hence, phosphorylation increases the
electrostatic complementarity at the interface of the high-affinity
complex and enables the formation of additional salt-bridges be-
tween the complexmembers. The electrostatic complementarity
that we found is consistent with experimental findings showing
that high-affinity binding of PNT to TAZ1 can be disrupted by
increasing the ionic strength and the mutation of either of the
phosphorylation sites to alanine, which results in a severe reduc-
tion of activation in the cell-based transcriptional assay (Table
S3). Overall these analyses demonstrate that TAZ1 binds PNT
in a manner similar to that by which it binds to its ID partners
Figure 4. A Common Binding Interface
(A–D) TAZ1 is shown in surface representation (gray), and PNT is shown as a ribbon (blue).
(A) Binding of the N-terminal part of PNT to the conserved hydrophobic groove on TAZ1, which is formed by TAZ1/a1 and TAZ1/a4.
(B) Hydrophobic cleft in PNT that is formed by the displacement of PNT/a0/a1 away from the core bundle. TAZ1/a3 anchors to this cleft. The side chains of
residues in PNT that are lining the cleft are highlighted.
(C) Same representation as in (A) with the structures of CITED2 (pink) and NF-kB (green) shown as ribbons.
(D) Same representation as in (B) with the structures of NF-kB (green) and HIF-1a (yellow) shown as ribbons. Side chains of hydrophobic residues that interact with
TAZ1 are shown as sticks.
See also Figure S3 and Table S3.
Structure
Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1and that phosphorylation enables the formation of additional salt
bridges at the interface between these two proteins.
Conclusions
Phosphorylation is one of the most important posttranslational
modifications involved in the regulation of essential cellular pro-
cesses. This fact is also exemplified in the effect of phosphoryla-
tion on the PNT domain of Ets1, a key transcription factor and
downstream effector of many signaling cascades. Phosphoryla-
tion of this domain increases its binding affinity for the TAZ1
domain of CBP by30-fold. Our simulations and analyses reveal
plausible mechanisms that underlie this change in affinity at an
atomic level of detail. The addition of two phosphates to residues
T38 and S41 in the ID N-terminal part of the protein both reshuf-
fles the salt bridge network between a0 and a5 and stabilizes the
fused helix a0/a1. It leads to the displacement of a0/a1 from the
core bundle and the exposure of the disordered N terminus asStructure 22, 1196well as the hydrophobic cleft between a0/a1 and a5, which now
become available for anchoring on common protein-protein
binding sites on the TAZ1 surface. The addition of two phosphate
groups also leads to the salt-bridge formations between PNT/
T38P and TAZ1/R369 and between PNT/S41P and TAZ1/
R368. Thus, our findings demonstrate the dual role of phosphor-
ylation in PNT activation at a molecular level of detail: (1) it
switches the conformational sampling of the PNT domain of
Ets1 from closed forms to open ones, of which many are
compatible with binding to the TAZ1 domain of the coactivator
CBP, and (2) it increases electrostatic interactions with TAZ1.
Because unphosphorylated PNT also binds TAZ1 (Nelson
et al., 2010), it has been hypothesized that the unmodified PNT
domain exists in an equilibrium between closed and open states,
the latter being the binding competent one. Our observation of
a partially open substate in 0P-Ets1 that has the best TAZ1 bind-
ing energy of all substates of 0P-Ets1 is consistent with this–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1201
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Population Shift upon Phosphorylation of Ets1hypothesis, although longer or multiple simulations would be
required for stronger proof and a fully converged sampling of
the conformational space accessible to the unmodified and
modified PNTdomain. However, the agreement between various
experimental data and the simulation results indicates that bio-
logically relevant structural differences were already observed
in the submicrosecond MD simulations.
MD simulations have routinely been used to capture confor-
mational ensembles of proteins, from which substates that
may be relevant for the study of enzymatic processes, or for
in silico docking, are extracted. Various clustering schemes
have been developed to identify the most relevant substates
(Asses et al., 2012; Bui et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2005). Here,
we used a clustering scheme that takes its strengths from the
ability of the CNA to identify highly connecting residues (commu-
nities) that are associated with particular states of proteins. For
the system analyzed here, this scheme enabled the identification
of a relatively small number of substates whose representative
structures were used in exhaustive docking runs. It remains to
be established whether this scheme can be successfully applied
to other systems because it is not certain that a clustering k value
can always be found for which conformations with the same
community architecture belong to the same cluster. The advan-
tage of this clustering scheme is that it not only distinguishes
conformational substates but also identifies networks of
interacting residues that are important in defining a particular
substate. Use of rational design is important for many different
applied biochemical goals. Because it has been proposed that
all highly dynamic proteins are allosteric (Gunasekaran et al.,
2004), knowledge of the connection between residue commu-
nities and substate population may be exploited in the rational
design of compounds that stabilize certain communities and
thereby ‘‘lock’’ the protein in a specific substate.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For details of the MD simulation protocol see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
Conformation Clustering Scheme
We used the following CCSs: (1) filtering of random thermal fluctuations by
diagonalizing covariant matrices of the MD trajectories, (2) projecting MD
snapshots onto the first and second eigenvectors, and (3) identifying confor-
mational substates using the k-means clustering algorithm (de Hoon et al.,
2004; Hartigan and Wong, 1979) in conjunction with the community network
analysis (CNA; see Supplemental Information for details). We refined the clus-
ter search by using the CNA because ambiguity in the choice of k—the number
of clusters—often complicates the classification of conformers, i.e., the cutoff
that defines the boundary between clusters is not always easy to identify; and
CNA has successfully been used to identify residue communities that define
functionally relevant substates (clusters) of proteins (Gasper et al., 2012). A
schematic representation of the CCS protocol is shown in Figure S2A. It has
to be stressed that, for the system analyzed here, a k valuewas found for which
conformations with the same community architecture belong to the same clus-
ter, but this may not generally be the case. Hence, the general applicability of
this approach needs to be tested.
Calculation of the PNT-TAZ1 Complex with Rosetta Docking
The PNT-TAZ1 complex was generated by using RosettaDock (Leaver-Fay
et al., 2011). First, low-resolution templates were calculated with PatchDock
(Schneidman-Duhovny et al., 2005). These templates were redocked using
the low-resolution Monte Carlo search with the residue-scale interaction1202 Structure 22, 1196–1203, August 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd Alpotential. The surviving structures were then selected for the high resolution
refinements (Sircar et al., 2010). The best structures were selected based on
binding energies and compatibility with experimental data (see Supplemental
Information for details).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
three figures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2014.06.002.
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